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Brighter ChildÂ® First Words Flash Cards offer children a fun way to practice their first words to

prepare for school. The set features 54 cards that help reinforce phonics, letter recognition, and

reading readiness skills with full-color illustrations. A special card also offers creative game ideas

designed to reinforce learning.The popularÂ Brighter ChildÂ® Flash CardsÂ give children a fun and

easy way to practice important skills. Offering 24 titles encompassing preschool to grade 5, each

title focuses on an important subject including early concepts, math, phonics, and U.S. History. Fun

game ideas and learning suggestions are included to help children build proficiency and confidence.

Game cards also allow children to develop thinking, decision-making, turn-taking, and social skills

while playing fun games at the same time.Select titles are also available in English-Spanish and

Spanish-only versions.
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I've purchased several flash card packages from School Zone now, and they're just great! The

cards are about the same card stock as playing cards, with one side shiny/laminated and the other



side not. One thing I noted was that despite the "flimsiness" of the cards that other reviewers

mentioned, these cards can take a beating - my two toddlers have bent, squashed, and thrown

around these cards and amazingly none of them have torn! Even if they did, for around $2 a pack,

it's not a problem. For those who are thinking of getting hard card stock that cannot get bent/folded,

you should consider just getting board books. The First Words flashcards features bright colorful

pictures with the corresponding word on the shiny side. The dull side features just the word in a soft

blue color.We pack these cards with us when we go to restaurants for the kids to learn while waiting

- it definitely keeps them busy until our entrees arrive! Our two kids (1 1/2 and 3) can identify all the

images now, and are both working on reading the words! Highly recommended!

My son is 3 years old and has autism. He is non-verbal. I got these cards to work with him and he

loves them. He will actually sit down and let me go through the whole stack. He hasn't repeated any

words yet but he can point to certain ones if I ask "where's the duck..." . I am confident he will be

speaking soon though! :)

I purchased these flash cards for my 14 month old baby, since she loves looking at books and

pictures. The cards are nice quality, with bright images, and she actually sits and points to the

images and waits for me to tell her the words. She will do this for about 20 minutes at a time, which

is amazing to me for an energetic toddler. I would give them more stars, but some of the images are

difficult to understand because of the quality of the illustrations. They are grainy and a bit amature

looking -- the pumpkin and some others just don't really work. These would get 5 stars in my book if

the illustrations were a little cleaner, or they used actual photographs of the items. But they are nice

and the price is great.

I purchased these cards for my 21 month old son. He doesn't talk as much as I feel he should, so

we've started using the flash cards daily.The flash cards are printed on a thick, durable material.

The pictures are bright and have the picture and word written below. (* See picture below of several

of the cards)There are a lot of cards with basic "starter" words, such as: duck, sock, cow, key, girl,

egg, flower, tree, circle, goat, ring, house, turtle, sun, fox, ect.My son gets excited when we do the

flashcards and since we've been using them daily, he's starting to be able to pronounce things a

little clearer. I would recommend these to anyone with kids ages 1-5! I'm very happy with the

purchase of this product.



These flash cards are fantastic! Especially for the super cheap price! 54 laminated cards. Great for

my 2 year old.

Clear animated images, nice big BOLD writing. Love the colors. My 1 year 8 month year old is

picking it up real well.

These flash cards are great for the price. They are flimsy and easily bent, so you have to control

them but they are still helping my 18-month old daughter. The pictures keep her focused and now

she's starting to point at the pictures.

A friend recommended these Brighter Cards. I ordered several different card sets (shapes, letters,

numbers, words, etc) and have been working them with my 2 year old. He likes the cards and the

colors/ pictures on them. He also enjoys putting each card back in the box after we're done with

it.All in all I think these are a good learning tool. And I love the low price!!!!My only complaint is that

the cards are a bit on the thin side.....and when considering that toddlers will be handeling them,

they should be thicker to ensure durability and longevity.
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